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Cognitive functions and aging

Park and Reuter-Lorenz, Ann. Rev. Psychol. 2009

What causes cognitive changes with age?

But … great individual variability

Data from the Cambridge Centre for Aging and Neuroscience project

Which brain is older?
+/- 80 years old

+/- 30 years old

One factor: structural and neurochemical changes in the brain
Global and local brain volume decrease
Grey matter (GM) changes – ‘capacity’
White matter (WM) changes – ‘functional integration’
Dopamine depletion

Data from the Cambridge Centre for Aging and Neuroscience project
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Which brain is older?
+/- 70 years old

+/- 40 years old

Data from the Cambridge Centre for Aging and Neuroscience project

Which brain is older?
+/- 60 years old

+/- 80 years old

Data from the Cambridge Centre for Aging and Neuroscience project

Brain volume changes with age

GM changes with age

Raz et al., 2005; Park and Reuter-Lorenz, 2009

Giorgio et al., 2010

WM changes with age

Giorgio et al., 2010

FA changes with age

Giorgio et al., 2010
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The intriguing problem

Answer? The role of brain function

The relationship between structural decline
and cognitive functioning is not straightforward
young brain

old brain

?
?
The nun study (David Snowdon) ‘Ageing with grace’

Theories of cognitive ageing

PASA
Posterior-Anterior Shift in Aging

• PASA
Posterior-Anterior Shift in Aging
(Grady et al., 1994)
• HAROLD
Hemispheric Asymmetry Reduction in OLDer adults
(Cabeza 2002)
• CRUNCH
Compensation-Related Utilization of Neural Circuits
Hypothesis
(Reuter-Lorenz & Cappell, 2008)
• STAC
Scaffolding Theory of Aging and Cognition
(Park & Reuter-Lorenz, 2009)
Grant et al., Front Psychol 2014

HAROLD

CRUNCH

Hemispheric Asymmetry Reduction in OLDer adults

Compensation-Related Utilization of Neural Circuits Hypothesis

Cabeza et al., 2004

Reuter-Lorenz & Cappell, 2008; Grady 2012
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STAC

STAC

Scaffolding Theory of Aging and Cognition

Scaffolding Theory of Aging and Cognition

cf. Nun Study
Park and Reuter-Lorenz, 2009

Brain functional imaging techniques
to investigate brain function and connectivity

Park and Reuter-Lorenz, 2009

Our hypothesis

Functional brain network reorganization can
compensate for structural decline in some elderly

Approach: graph theory
EEG, MEG (high temporal resolution)
PET, fMRI (high spatial resolution)
Geerligs, …, Maurits, Lorist, 2012, 2014

The brain as a (collection of) network(s)

Graph theory applied to brain networks

Network: functionally connected brain areas
Identified by highly correlated brain activation over time

Matrix derived from connections (anatomical or functional) between brain areas
Matrix defines graph with nodes/vertices with edges between them

Bullmore & Sporns, 2009

Bullmore & Sporns, 2009
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Analyze age-related network
changes with graph theory

Specialized brain networks
Network processing visual information

Network involved
in thinking
about the past
and planning
the future

Global efficiency:
Local efficiency:
Modularity:
Participation coefficient:

Network involved in
short term memory,
problem solving
and planning

capacity for parallel information transfer within a network
resilience of a network
the extent to which the brain can be segregated into
separate functional networks
proportion of inter and intra-network connections

Network involved in planning and
Initiation of actions/movements

Rubinov and Sporns, 2009

28

The effects of age on brain networks
With age, connections within the default mode network and the
fronto-parietal network decline
These networks are related to:
Memory
Processing speed

Geerligs et al (2012) Human Brain Mapping
Geerligs et al (2014) Cerebral Cortex

To summarize and conclude …

The older brain exhibits structural decline …

The effects of age on brain networks

However, at the same time, connections
between the visual and the
motor network increase with age

Is the brain rerouting traffic?

Geerligs et al (2012) Human Brain Mapping
Geerligs et al (2014) Cerebral Cortex

To summarize and conclude …

The older brain exhibits structural decline …
but this is not necessarily accompanied by cognitive decline …
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Take-home questions

The older brain exhibits structural decline …

How does functional compensation change with age?

but this is not necessarily accompanied by cognitive decline …

How do interventions influence functional compensation?

because age-related changes can be functionally compensated.

Can we employ what we know about functional compensation
to teach elderly how to ‘make the most’ of their brain capacity?

The brain as a (collection of) network(s)

Thank you for your attention
Network: functionally connected brain areas
Identified by highly correlated brain activation over time
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